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Preface
The successful business model of the
Captive industry is on the verge of
fundamental change
The OEM-related (original equipment
manufacturers) auto finance companies
– known as Captives – have been a true
success story over the last decades.
Their traditional roles have been sales
support for their OEMs’ vehicles, profit
contribution, and risk management as well
as customer management and loyalization
on behalf of the group. To achieve these
goals they successfully leveraged their fairly
shielded and indirect sales model via the
group’s dealer network. Today, based on
their stable, asset-based business model,
Captives contribute on average up to one
third of their OEM group’s total profits and
up to 50 percent of its total assets.
But this traditional business model is being
challenged by several disruptive forces
simultaneously. Increasing regulation will
have further massive effects on capital
requirements, operating models, and the
IT infrastructure of Captives. Changing
customer preferences and their willingness
to shift from ownership towards usage of
vehicles permits the emergence of new
mobility concepts offered by existing and
new competitors. In addition, fundamental
changes in the automotive sector are on
the horizon. The emergence of autonomous vehicles and the increasing market
penetration of alternative powertrains
such as fully electric vehicles add further
uncertainty and increase the complexity of
residual value forecasting. Besides this, digitalization facilitates market entry for new
competitors who are dedicated to catering
for increasing customer demands. Digitalization also enables them to challenge

the Captives’ market segment which up to
now has been relatively shielded, since it
permits competitors to bypass traditional
dealer networks and to approach customers directly.
All these trends add great uncertainty to
the future direction of the industry and
lead to the question:
how can Captives successfully react to all
these challenges and what will be the core
businesses of Captives in 2030?
To answer these questions and to provide
a guide with which to navigate through the
fog of uncertainty, we have developed four
rather extreme yet plausible scenarios of
potential business models and the role of
Captives in 2030. The scenarios have been
derived with expert involvement from
nearly all globally leading Captives and are
based on our leading-edge scenario thinking methodology.
In this study we have analyzed both the
qualitative and the quantitative implications of each scenario.
In this, we especially thank everyone who
supported us in the development of this
study by sharing their thoughts on and
insights into this fascinating market.
Join us as we embark to take a glimpse into
the future!
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The industry
is changing
Interview with Sebastian Pfeifle,
Global Auto Finance Lead at Deloitte,
on the future of the Captive industry

What was your motivation for this
study?
I am convinced that we will see more imminent change within the Captive industry
in next 10-15 years than in the past 30
years. We were eager to take a glimpse into
the future and to provide our clients with
guidance to navigate the uncertainty with
confidence.
In your opinion what will the core
businesses of an auto Captive be in
2030?
The Captive business model in 2030 will
be rather bimodal. I expect the relative
importance of the traditional asset-business to decline due to changing customer
demand for more flexible usage models. To
capture additional profits Captives will have
to develop new service-based businesses
and the attendant operating models.
What are challenges of the current
business model?
The current asset finance business is based
on a tight relationship with the OEMs’ dealer
networks. Dealers are the central sales
channel for Captives. However, as customers
are looking for more flexible solutions
Captives will have to loosen this traditional
bond and broaden their offering.
In addition, the asset-based business has
resulted in the exponential growth of balance
sheets, tying up large equity reserves.
Some Captives already account for more
than 50 percent of the respective OEM
group assets. Increasingly volatile residual
values, for example due to an increasing
share of new powertrains, bear a certain
risk for the whole OEM group. Furthermore,
such voluminous balance sheets attract the
attention of financial regulators.
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Do you foresee increased financial
regulation for the industry?
Yes, and increasing financial regulation bears
a certain threat for the industry. Whether
through increasing capital requirements or
through additional risk management and reporting requirements. To comply with these
increasing standards Captives will have to
constantly adapt their legacy IT systems,
which can become quite costly.
You have mentioned customers
demanding more flexible mobility options. What effects on the traditional
asset finance business do you see?
Many of these new mobility models will
be based on large multi-brand and leased
fleets. This requires market actors willing to
take on the asset financing and respective
risk of these fleets. Even today we can
observe that platform providers who focus
on the end customer management do not
want to take this risk. I see large opportunities for Captives to finance, operate,
and maintain these fleets, although this will
most likely further fuel the growth of their
balance sheets. Additionally, the world of
Captives will become more complex as various customer segments that are spread
across different geographies demand
customized solutions. Captives will have
to deliver and manage a broader range of
products and services in parallel.
How can Captives cope with the increasing equity requirements?
There are several plausible answers.
Captives can form partnerships with commercial banks to share the balance sheet
and required capital reserves. Another
more radical solution might be to transfer
the whole balance sheet to third parties –
similar to the reinsurance industry.

What are some of the required key
capabilities for the service-based business models?
Subscription- and usage-based payment
models will become increasingly important.
Fixed monthly rates of today will be replaced
by flexible rates with the possibility of
adding additional, on demand options
as required, be it more horsepower, seat
heating, navigation systems or even additional insurance packages. Consequently,
current IT systems and processes will need
to be adapted accordingly. One of the key
capabilities that Captives need to focus on
is to provide a holistic and consistent customer experience and data management
along this journey.
Will blockchain play a role?
Blockchain technology is still in its early
stages and first tangible use cases are
being developed as we speak. Nevertheless, this technology has the potential to
become highly relevant in 2030 as it can
enable – among other things – robo-fleets
to become autonomous also regarding
payment and maintenance.

What particularly surprised you during
the preparation of this study?
I was astonished how widespread within
the Captive industry the idea is of changing
the current sales model drastically towards
direct digital platforms, excluding most of
today’s intermediaries.

Sebastian Pfeifle
Partner
Global Auto Finance Lead

What role will urbanization play?
Most of the new mobility services will be
offered in urban areas. We observe a new
self-confidence of municipalities within the
mobility ecosystem. In particular, as ownership and individual driving in urban areas
will decline, cities will have an increasingly
important role in providing and managing
urban mobility solutions. We see a huge
potential for partnerships between mobility
providers and the megacities in this area.
Especially since cities lack the experience
and resources to solve these challenges on
their own.
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Getting ready
for the future
Interview with Florian Klein,
Head of the Center for the Long View (CLV) at Deloitte
Fig. 1 – CLV scenario development approach
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Why is the Captive industry so interesting for you as a scenario practitioner
and futurist?
The Captive industry is facing disruption
from many sides: to start with, the Automotive business is under pressure due
to the rise of new mobility offerings and
electrification. The banking sector is torn by
shifting regulations and more demanding
customers. And finally, digitalization
affects all aspects of our economy. New
competitors enter, while players who fail to
adjust disappear. Uncertainty is all around
the Captive industry. It is the perfect storm,
and you better think carefully before you
put out to sea.
How can scenario planning be a tool to
cope with this situation?
Unfortunately, we do not have a crystal
ball. But we can anticipate how the various
drivers will interact to reshape the industry.
There are signposts one might observe:
the acquisition of mobility start-ups by
Captives, the reorganization of an OEM
group or increasing regulatory attention.
However, not all developments point in the
same direction, and sometimes they are
contradictory. Hence we need to think in
several scenarios. In other words, in times
of great uncertainty, scenario planning provides the best possible basis for decision
making by evaluating a multitude of driving
forces, and by cutting through complexity.
Why is that so important?
Executives suffer from cognitive biases:
they either believe they know everything
there is to know about their sector, or
they are paralyzed in view of volatility and
ambiguity, and hence take no or late action.
Scenario thinking helps avoid those traps. If
one understands what is critically uncertain,
one can anticipate the corresponding
strategic options. We also apply a holistic
view on what drives the future, including
but not limited to technology. Political and
socio-economic trends will equally shape
the future.

What was the approach to this study?
A team consisting of Deloitte’s global
Captive finance team and members of the
CLV identified a longlist of driving forces
that are expected to shape the Captive
market until 2030. From that list, a group of
distinguished Captive industry executives
identified which drivers are especially relevant for their future and drew up scenarios
on their industry. Our team then elaborated
the detailed narratives and identified the
effects of each of the four scenarios on the
Captives.

How can you ensure that the developed scenarios remain valid over time?
Developing scenarios and considering
strategic options that flow from them is
hard, creative, strategic work. Once that
process step is done, monitoring the
scenarios against reality is actually rather
straight forward. We have an AI tool that
allows clients to identify the context to their
strategy in real time and take responsive
action in a much more agile way than a few
years ago.

What were the next steps?
Based on the detailed scenario narratives, we
developed a quantitative model to simulate
the financial impact of each scenario on the
P&L statement of a proxy Captive between
2016 and 2030.
How can the results benefit Captives?
The results of this exercise provide a
comprehensive picture of how the market
might move over the next decade. This
should provide a sound basis for developing
robust, future-proof strategies for the
Captive industry and its various players.

Dr. Florian Klein
Director
Head of the Center for the Long View

Are the results obtained valid and
robust?
Over the years, the CLV has conducted a
large variety of scenario exercises across
the majority of industries, functions, and
regions and we noticed that scenarios
need a rich set of views to gain validity.
For this study, we relied not only on the
experience of our global Deloitte Captive
finance experts but also conducted several
interviews and interactive sessions. For
the analysis of the insights, we combined
human intuition with machine objectivity
by using advanced instruments, such
as our AI-based trend sensing tool. The
proven Deloitte network is an additional
asset for building an integrated ecosystem
around the mission to reduce uncertainty.
As a result, traditional strategic thinking
is replaced by a faster and more powerful
approach, which provides our clients with
more robust and effective strategies to
survive in a world of uncertainties.
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Imminent
change in the
Captive industry
More than ever before, the Captive industry today is facing disruptive changes. This
provides excellent business opportunities
for both Captives and also competitors. The
future belongs to those who are prepared
and willing to take bold decisions today.
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The unpredictable future
The Captive industry is on the verge of the
most intense change in its history. Several
disruptive forces challenge the traditional
business model simultaneously:
How to face increasing financial regulation
which will have massive effects on capital
requirements but will also require changes
in operating models and large-scale modifications to IT legacy systems?

How to manage risk and to forecast residual
values with increased market penetration
of alternative powertrains such as electric
and self-driving vehicles?
Which service-based business models have
the greatest likelihood of delivering positive
business cases?
How to face the threat posed by new market
entrants enabled by increased digitalization
of the underlying business models?

What effect will changing customer preferences, such as the shift from ownership
towards usage of vehicles, have on the
Captive business model?

What to expect?
The study at hand will shed light on the
possible developments in the Captive
industry as it progresses towards 2030.
Our goal is to support our readers and
facilitate decision-making in times of great
uncertainty, to enable Captives not only
to survive, but to come out on top of the
disruption lying ahead.
To support our audience in making solid
decisions and shaping their future business
we have moreover developed a financial
model for the Captive industry. This allows
us to quantify the effects for a proxy Captive
organization in order to provide our readers
with even more tangible insights.

Fig. 2 – Selected disruptive forces in the Captive market
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Fig. 3 – Selected questions that worry Captives’ executives

What is our strategy towards
multi-brand fleet management?

Which markets do
we need to be in?

How can we attract
enough digital talent?

Should we follow our
competition and switch to a
direct sales model?
How can we secure our
position as customer
touchpoint within the group?

Which capabilities do we need
to acquire and which ones can
we build in-house?
How can we
renew our IT
systems?

What regulatory requirements
will come next and how can we
adapt our operating models
accordingly?
What can help us to better
forecast residual values?

Are mobility
services just hype
or our future?

How do we raise enough
equity to fund future
How can we compensate
growth?
potential declines in
vehicle sales?

When will self-driving
vehicles be widely
available?

Do we need our own
payment solutions/
platforms?
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Monitoring development
signposts sheds light
on mission-critical
transformation steps
The recent press coverage of the Captive
industry reveals a general transformation
trend in the industry. The vast majority of
news is no longer covering traditional, asset-based business models and associated
events although they still account for more
than 90 percent of Captives’ profits today.
News articles rather talk about the acquisition of mobility start-ups (more than 70
successful acquisitions were signed by the
Top 10 global OEMs during the last five
years), the (potential) disruption of big
cooperations and innovative offerings
among others.

These signposts show that Captives are
working hard to transform their operating
model substantially. Captives are moving
towards a more service-focused business
model, even though some of these services
today are relatively unprofitable. Some
OEMs are even changing the governance
structure within their whole group to prepare themselves for a service-based age.
Looking ahead, it yet has to be proved
whether these actions were the right ones
to prepare for a future of uncertainty.

Fig. 4 – Signposts to the future of Captives
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PSA Group and BNP Paribas announce a long-term strategic partnership in automotive finance around
the joint acquisition of Opel
Business Wire
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Tesla-Like Software Updates Put
Dealers’ Profit Center at Risk
Bloomberg

Uber denied London license in shock
move that bans cars from city's streets
The Telegraph

Daimler is split into three separate
legal entities with DFS AG containing its Auto finance business and
new mobility services
Wall Street Journal

Daimler buys European leasing
rival Athlon for €1.1 billion

Uber to sell U.S. auto-leasing business
to Fair.com and south-east Asian leasing
business to ComfortDelgro
Reuters

FleetNews

Mercedes-Benz estimates that 25 percent of its new- and used-vehicle sales
will be completed online by 2022
Automotive News

With the separation of VW
Bank from VWFS the company wants to reduce the
scope of regulatory supervision and thereby free up
equity to fund ambitious
growth initiatives

Your car's data may soon be more
valuable than the car itself
CNN Tech

Volkswagen FS AG

Toyota Financial to provide
leasing options for Uber drivers
Automotive News

China's ride-hailing
firm Didi enters car
leasing business
China Daily

LeasePlan's new 'Any car,
Anytime, Anywhere' promise
LeasePlan

Volkswagen reduces dealer network
Handelsblatt

Volkswagen invests $300m
in taxi app Gett
Financial Times
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Fig. 5 – Driver evaluation according to degree of impact and degree of uncertainty
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From drivers to scenarios
In order to gain a comprehensive list of
relevant trends and drivers, we applied traditional desk research combined with latest
artificial intelligence trend sensing tools.
We further conducted a large set of Captive
industry expert interviews. Within these, we
talked to various top level executives from
the majority of the largest global Captives
across all functions and geographic regions,
independent auto finance experts as well
as researchers focusing on the auto finance
and mobility industry.
During the course of this we identified more
than 140 drivers which will affect the future
of the Captive industry. Through our analysis and the market assessment of Captive
practitioners, we rated those drivers with
regards to impact and uncertainty
(see figure 5).

9
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In a subsequent joint workshop with industry representatives of the largest global
Captives, we clustered the trends and
drivers. We identified the most impactful
and uncertain drivers (top right quadrant in
figure 5). In the next step, we grouped them
into two underlying critical uncertainties
that will shape the future of Captives substantially.
According to our analysis the first critical
uncertainty is the structure of the mobility
provider landscape, such as the degree
of fragmentation or concentration of the
global mobility market. By 2030, mobility
offerings across the globe can, on the one
hand, be dominated by a few global players.
On the other hand, a diverse set of mobility
providers might emerge, including new
market entrants, for instance from the tech
world. Thus, the heterogeneity of the mo-

bility markets with regards to regulation or
region-specific demands plays a key role.
The second critical uncertainty is vehicle
ownership, meaning if Captives still own
vehicles and their respective risks in the
future or shifted - by choice or by necessity
- these assets to third parties such as insurers. This uncertainty is driven by technological and regulatory developments. Advances
in the field of residual value forecasting capabilities might enable Captives to manage
risk more efficiently. In addition, regulators
might address the rising relevance of Captives by tightening capital requirements.
The combination of both critical uncertainties as two axes of the scenario matrix
results in four plausible but highly distinct
scenarios which are illustrated on the
following pages.

of the largest global
Automotive Captives
were actively involved
in the process of
identifying and
rating driving forces
and developing the
scenarios
17

The future of
Captives in 2030:
four plausible
scenarios
The future of Captives in 2030 will be determined by a multitude of high-impact drivers.
Where developments are most uncertain from
today’s point of view, scenario-based thinking
can support decision-making. We have developed four extreme yet plausible scenarios to
describe the future of Captives.
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Fig. 6 – Four scenarios for 2030
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Scenario 1 –
Owner of the mobility ecosystem
Captives are the dominant players in the finance as well as mobility
service market, offering full-service lease and multi-brand fleet
portfolios. They are the powerhouse of the group, contributing the
majority of revenues. Captives run asset- as well as service-based
infrastructures efficiently at the same time.

Scenario 2 –
Mobility platform orchestrator
Captives are the OEMs’ key customer relationship manager and
are true digital champions. They orchestrate various mobility
services. By reducing their balance sheets they were able to
invest in new service-based businesses built on a flexible and
scalable infrastructure.

Scenario 3 –
Empty shell
Captives have moved to a substantially different business model
as financial regulation tightened and new players entered the
market, specializing on single parts of the traditional value chain.
Captives aggregate best-in-class service providers and manage
them on behalf of OEMs as well as mobility providers.

Scenario 4 –
Incremental evolution
Major differences in urban mobility regulations and differing global
technological adaption rates prohibited the emergence of globally
dominant mobility providers. Captives have focused on incrementally
optimizing their asset-based business model, for example with
AI-based residual value forecasting, and also their infrastructure.

21

The Deloitte Future of
Captives Industry Model

car share
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Quantitative model
As the goal of this study is to facilitate
decision-making in the face of uncertainty, it
is essential to quantify projected shifts and
their implications for the Captive industry.
As a foundation for the quantitative model
developed, we defined a proxy Captive.
This Captive has operations in all relevant
regions that are in line with the set up of the
majority of existing Captives (EU, NAFTA,
China, rest of world [RoW]) and is active
in the most relevant business segments,
meaning mainly asset-based business
models, as well as those relevant in the
foreseeable future, meaning service-based
business models.
In reality, we often observe the phenomenon that the majority of operating expenses

arise, and staff are employed in the country
of incorporation of the relevant Captive
resulting in a geographical imbalance of
costs. Some Captives accumulate up to
50 percent of their overhead expenses
in the country of their headquarters. To
avoid this “HQ-bias” we allocated operating
expenses and the workforce based on the
respective market size of each region.
As the basic data for our calculations we
used publicly available information (annual
reports, analyst reports and investor pre
sentations, for instance) of all major global
Captives. As a baseline, we calculated a
profit & loss statement for our proxy Captive
for 2016. On this basis, we forecasted and
calculated the proxy Captive’s performance
until 2030 for each scenario across the various
business segments and regions.

To achieve comparable results we kept the
development of annual new vehicle sales
volumes constant across all scenarios (for
details please see the next page). We further quantified future market potentials by
applying various Deloitte tools (e.g., Urban
Solution Tool, E-Mobility Model) and leveraged our internal expert network.
The results of the quantitative model are
visualized in an interactive tool covering various performance indicators for asset- and
service-based businesses. Additionally, the
dashboard is adaptable to company specific
requirements (see figure 7 below).

Fig. 7 – Exemplary dashboard view of the Future of Captives simulation tool

Scenario-specific KPIs
for asset- and service
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for EU, NAFTA, China
and RoW
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27%

Captives are the most
important sales enablers
for OEMs today
In 2016, the proxy Captive generated
1.8bn € profit before tax (PBT). In line with
the industry average, the vast majority of
the profit is generated in asset-based business (92 percent of total PBT). Overall, the
Captive contributes more than 20 percent
to the total group PBT. The proxy Captive’s
asset volume of 123bn € accounts for
~52 percent of total group assets.
The proxy Captive has a global average
penetration rate (meaning the share of
sold vehicles financed via credit or leasing
offerings) of ~31 percent, with a higher
rate in mature markets, i.e., Europe and
NAFTA, and significant untapped potentials

in China and RoW. Loan financing is more
dominant than leasing here.
Initial offerings in service-based business,
such as mobility services or insurance, are
already established but not yet globally
scaled (eight percent PBT contribution).
These offerings today do not generate
noticeable profits with insurance being the
cash cow of the service-based business.
Fleet management services are provided
just for own brands and so far concentrated on the European market due to the market’s strong heritage in fleet management
services and corporate vehicles.

Global vehicle sales
In 2030, the global automotive market
is expected to reach more than 120m
vehicles sold annually. Here, the traditional
markets in Europe and NAFTA will stagnate
in their global market shares while China
and RoW will account for 60 percent (74.4m
vehicles) of the market by 2030. This is
especially important for Captives, since
today’s penetration rates in the prospering
markets are relatively low in comparison to
mature auto finance markets. By improving
penetration rates, Captives can realize
substantial growth opportunities in China
and RoW.

Fig. 8 – Global vehicle sales distribution forecast
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Fig. 9– Selected KPIs of the proxy Captive (2016)
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The business model
of a Captive in 2030
We have included different revenue
streams based on asset-based as well
as service-based revenue streams of
the Captive in 2030.
Credit

Leasing

Wholesale

Asset-based
Business

Captive

Fleet services

Insurance

Connected services

Payments

Service-based
Business

Mobility services

Charging & parking
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Revenue streams

Our understanding

Asset-based Business
Credit

•• Credit finance to enable vehicle sales to private, corporate and governmental customers
•• The customer usually bears the residual value risk

Leasing

•• Financial and operating leasing to enable vehicle sales to private, corporate, and
public-sector customers including (full-service leasing) fleet management contracts
•• Unlike in credit business, Captives generally bear the residual value risk under (operating)
lease contracts
•• Revenues from fleet services (such as fuel cards) are included in the revenue stream
“fleet services”

Wholesale

•• Captives support the dealer network of their OEM by financing the floorplan of the dealer
and real estate for the required facilities

Service-based Business
Fleet services

•• Fleet services include all services around the management of (corporate) fleets and private
full-leasing contracts, such as fuel cards
•• Fleet services become especially important as Captives gradually shift to multi-brand fleet
management
•• Revenues from fleet leasing are included in the revenue stream “Leasing”

Insurance

•• Captives bundle existing offerings (such as full service leasing contracts) with additional
insurance contracts
•• Captives usually rely on third parties and white label partnerships

Connected services

•• Emergence of new functions on demand and app based business models
•• Main revenue stream will be commission handling

Payments

•• Emergence among others, of Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS) and in-car entertainment increases number of (micro-) transactions
•• Captives might have established in-house transaction platforms and earn revenues from
processing fees

Mobility services

•• Mobility services include among others car- and ride-sharing, car- and taxi-hailing, ride
pooling

Charging & parking

•• Emergence of e-mobility and increasing urbanization facilitates new infrastructure-based
services
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Scenario 1 –
Owner of the mobility
ecosystem
A beneficial regulatory environment and the
established dominance in global mobility services
have enabled the Captives to become the new
power-house of its OEM group in 2030.
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By 2030, Captives are the main players in a
concentrated market for mobility services.
They dominate the mobility service landscape based on their full service lease and
multi-brand fleet offerings. But they also
provide traditional financial services to
fund their respective OEM group and also
multi-brand vehicles.
The regulatory environment regarding
cost and capital requirements has allowed
Captives to further expand their balance
sheets. In addition, they have mastered
residual value management, for instance
with the help of Artificial Intelligence. In
this way Captives have grown their existing
asset-based business on a stable operating
cost base and have further excelled with
innovation in additional business models
around used-car remarketing. Cost savings
and recurring income from traditional
(asset-based) businesses have been
invested in building and acquiring new

mobility business models that were
expanded independently of the existing
business - based on new technologies
enabling efficient scalability and extensive
customization throughout the entire world.
To make the new services possible,
Captives have built their own payment
functionalities and now leverage enormous
amounts of customer data. At the same
time they convinced their customers,
through added-value services, to share
their personal and vehicle-related data. As
a result, Captives have outperformed other
incumbents and new market entrants and
have hence secured their dominance in
the market. Moreover, they have invested
significantly in branding and have been
able to position themselves as innovative
market leaders in the mobility ecosystem,
attracting the talent needed to offer new
digital services.

The industry has switched to a digital
and direct sales model, leveraging online
capabilities to the fullest extent. Captives
have thereby secured the existence and
relevance of dealers in the value chain as
experience and fulfillment/maintenance
centers.
Within the group, the role of Captives has
significantly increased as they have become
the key touchpoint for customer interaction
in the whole group. Captives now even
have an active role in the OEM’s R&D cycle.
By leveraging their vast amount of customer
insights they enable the OEM to develop
vehicles to perfectly meet various mobility
demands. In this way, Captives give their
OEMs significant competitive advantages
regarding sales to all relevant customer
groups, as the deeper insights into customer
behavior permit the OEM to detect new
vehicle requirements quickly and adapt its
own vehicle portfolio.
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Fig. 10 – S1 Composition of profit before tax (PBT) (in EUR million)
6,238

In this scenario, large global mobility providers have become part of our daily life
and the Captive has succeeded in securing
its share of the market.
Financial regulators did not drastically increase the regulatory burden for auto Captives. The Captive was consequently able to
further significantly grow its balance sheet
and compliance efforts were manageable.
Compared to 2016, the quantitative model
shows a prosperous future for 2030. The
proxy Captive was able to triple its PBT
to 6.2bn €. This was only possible as the
Captive could significantly expand its traditional asset-based business and build its
mobility services at the same time.
Compared to 2016, the PBT of the asset-based business increased by 2.0bn €
(+121 percent). This was mainly fueled by
a further rise in the OEM group’s annual
vehicle sales by 42 percent to nearly 10m
in 2030, combined with a further rise in its
global penetration rate to an average of
49 percent.

+246%

Markets, such as China and RoW in particular, have contributed to the growth story,
with China becoming the single largest auto
finance market for the proxy Captive with
assets of 75bn € (+290 percent), closely
followed by RoW with assets of 72bn €
(+255 percent).
The Captive’s strong presence in the global
multi-brand fleet management market
led to additional profits from leasing and
fleet services . The future Captive not only
benefits from growing financing earnings
but also sees rising volumes in the service
business. By 2030, PBT from services
amount to 2.6bn €, with Europe being the
largest market (>1bn € PBT).

1,805

2016

Wholesale		
Insurance		
Charging & parking
Source: Deloitte Analysis
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The most relevant segments in terms of
PBT in the service-based business are
connected services (0.7bn €), charging and
parking (0.7bn €) and mobility services
(0.6bn €).
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In this future, financial regulation has permitted a significant increase in asset-based
business.

Fig. 11 – S1 Ratio of asset-based to service-based business (of total Captive PBT)
8%

However, the Captive was able to play
a significant role in the mobility service
landscape, mainly based on its large
multi-brand fleet. Service-based profits
account for 41 percent of total profits,
despite the considerable increase in asset
financing.

41%

59%
Nennungen [N (Erfolgreich) =144]; (Weniger erfolgreich) = 68]
92%

2016

2030

Asset-based PBT

Service-based PBT

Source: Deloitte Analysis
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In 2030, the future Captive accounts for
more than 77 percent of the total group’s
assets. Compared to 2016 its asset volume
40%
has increased by 135bn € (+110 percent) to
257bn € in 2030.

Fig. 12 – S1 Asset11%
contribution

Fig. 13 – S1 Profit before tax contribution

22.8%

The Captive was able to become a true

48.0%

30%
powerhouse within the group and con-

61.6%

tributes a significant share of the group’s
total profit. Compared to 2016, the PBT
contribution rose by 88 percent to more
20%
than 38 percent.

79.6%

77.2%

China and RoW continued to gain relevance. In 2030 they account for 48 percent
10%
of the Captive’s total PBT. Back in 2016,
their share was less than 30 percent.

52.0%
38.4%
20.4%

0%

2016

OEM

2030

2016

2030

Captive

Source: Deloitte Analysis
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Workforce
In line with the significant increase in
business volume, the number of employees
nearly tripled from 11,000 employees in
2016 to almost 33,000 in 2030.

Fig. 14 – S1 Development of required workforce
2030

Brand campaigns and increased public
awareness of the auto Captive industry
helped hire the additional 22,000 employees needed in total (11,000 for each
business segment).
Owing to the dominance of the Chinese
market, more than 24 percent of the employees reside there, raising the question
of where the global headquarters should
be located.

13,332

+199%

2016
1,906

19,350

9,017

Σ 10,923

Asset-based business

Σ 32,682

Service-based business

Source: Deloitte Analysis

Operating efficiency
Unlike the other scenarios, the proxy Captive was obliged to further expand asset
and service-based business in parallel.
Therefore, available resources had to be
allocated between the two business segments. Nevertheless, the Captive invested
in optimizing its operating model, increased
headcount efficiency and reduced the cost
of legacy IT systems.
As a result, the operating ratio of the asset-based business improved by 6 percent
to 0.78 percent.

Fig. 15 – S1 Development of operating ratio (asset-based business)
2016
-6%

0.83

Efficiency improvements in service-based
business are not reflected by the operating
ratio. Instead, return on sales improved
to ~7 percent (+140 percent compared to
2016).
Source: Deloitte Analysis
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2030

0.78
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Fig. 16 – S1 Development of global penetration rates

20%
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11%

51%

69%

20%
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2030
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Source: Deloitte Analysis

Penetration rate
The future proxy Captive was able to expand its existing finance and leasing business significantly. In particular, un-tapped
market potentials in emerging markets
were exploited. Nowadays, these markets
have almost similar penetration rates as
in the EU and NAFTA. Hence, the global
penetration rate increased to 49 percent
(+58 percent).
Especially the focus on full service leasing
and fleet management led to an increase
of 80 percent in leasing penetration rates
in 2030.

In this world, the Captive
has evolved to be the
powerhouse of the group,
contributing nearly
39 percent of the OEM
group’s total profit.

By 2030, China will account for 33 percent
of total financial service contracts of the
Captive. This dominance results from
increased leasing and credit penetration
rates combined with a further rise in vehicle sales.
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Scenario 2 –
Mobility platform
orchestrators
Captives in 2030 have become true digital and
service champions, orchestrating various mobility
services for their customers.
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5G

By 2030, Captives have shifted towards a
mobility-centric, service-based business
model and are now aggregators for mobility
services. They are the key interface for
private, corporate, and city customers,
orchestrating various service providers on
their behalf. While their major focus is on
aggregating the various players throughout
the mobility ecosystem, they also supply
selected parts of the value chain with own
offerings, such as parking services. Overall,
their main revenue streams stem from
service commission, data monetization,
and their payment platforms.
In the past, the ongoing growth of the
Captives’ traditional business model
resulted in large balance sheets tying up a
lot of equity and exposing the OEM group
to substantial residual value risk. In order
to free up those equity and capital reserves
for investment in new ventures, Captives

took the hard decision to evolve away
from their traditional business model with
fairly secure and constant cash flows. They
shifted the majority of their balance sheet
to third parties such as commercial banks,
(re)-insurance companies, and institutional
investors. This enabled them to use these
freed-up funds for acquisitions in the
service-based world and invest heavily in
mobility services as well as the required
infrastructure. Captives took the decision
early on to make this risky but bold move
to leapfrog from their vehicle-centric,
asset-based business to a mobility- and
customer-centric, service-based business.
By doing so, their public image changed
significantly. In 2030, Captives are regarded
as an innovative and future-oriented place to
work, attracting young talent from around the
globe. At the same time demand for financial
services talent declined by nearly one third.

Furthermore, the long-term burden of legacy
IT systems was drastically reduced due to
the shift in business focus. The new service-based business was built on the back
of a scalable and flexible infrastructure,
which is highly customizable to changing
customer preferences.
Even though Captives left the majority of
their old leasing and credit contracts in
run-off portfolios and subsequently cut
back redundant capacities, they still provide
limited financial services, for example
for customers in rural areas who are still
dependent on car ownership. These customers
are served by lean and very flexible direct
channels in a faster, more tailored and
more convenient way than before.
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Fig. 17 – S2 Composition of profit before tax (PBT) (in EUR million)

4,829

The quantification of this world illustrates
that the proxy Captive was able to significantly increase its profits before tax to
4.8bn € in 2030. This substantial increase
was mainly caused by the exploitation of
innovative mobility services. In 2030, the
Captive’s main profits come from commission for services which are aggregated
and orchestrated by the Captive, data
monetization, and its established payment
platforms.

+168%

Within the service-based businesses, in
particular mobility services contribute a
significant proportion (41 percent of total
PBT) generated by more than 5.3bn customer interactions in 2030. Europe is the
largest market (1.8bn €) in terms of profit.
Apart from mobility, charging and parking
offerings are important contributors to
earnings.

1,805

2016

Wholesale		
Insurance		
Charging & parking
Source: Deloitte Analysis
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In scenario 2, the proxy Captive was able
to capture a significant share of the concentrated mobility market. To finance this
transformation and mitigate increasing regulatory pressure, Captives actively decided
to reduce their balance sheets drastically.
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Connected services
Mobility services

EU and NAFTA are hotspots, with China
quickly catching up in size and profitability.
In addition, multi-brand fleet management
proved to be a highly lucrative business
also for Captives. In 2030, more than 75
percent of its fleet will not be manufactured by its own OEM. The proxy Captive
has extended its previously Europe-based
fleet business to south-east Asia and China
and NAFTA to empower its local mobility
services, supported by its global payment
functionalities.
While service-based business flourishes,
asset-based and wholesale business
experiences a relatively strong decline. This
was triggered by the intentional reduction
of a significant number of earnings assets
and the establishment of own direct sales
channels. The shift towards direct and
digital sales models reduced the relevance
of dealers and associated volumes of
wholesale finance.
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The future Captive underwent an intentional significant business model transformation, evolving away from an asset-based
business and turning into a service-focused
mobility provider. By 2030, this business
segment accounts for 78 percent of total
profits.

Fig. 18 – S2 Ratio of asset-based to service-based business (of total Captive PBT)
8%
22%

Nennungen [N (Erfolgreich) =144]; (Weniger erfolgreich) = 68]
78%
92%
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Asset-based PBT

Service-based PBT

Source: Deloitte Analysis
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The decision to drastically reduce balance
sheets resulted in a reduction in asset contribution of 48 percent compared to 2016.

Fig. 19 – S2 Asset11%
contribution

Fig. 20 – S2 Profit before tax contribution

40%

Equity that otherwise would have been
needed for regulatory compliance was
invested in digital infrastructure and to
30%
acquire and scale necessary capabilities for
new mobility services.

48.0%
67.4%
73.0%

Despite the intentional drop in asset-based
20%
revenues, the noticeable expansion of service-based businesses and corres-ponding
earnings led to an overall increase in PBT
contribution of 60 percent.

79.6%

52.0%

10%

Main regional profit contributor is the
European market (37 percent). It has the
longest heritage in and most mature
service businesses around management
0%
of (autonomous) fleets and other mobility
services.

32.6%
27.0%

2016

OEM

2030

20.4%

2016

2030

Captive

Source: Deloitte Analysis
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Workforce
Analogous to the substantial business
model transformation, workforce composition changed significantly up to 2030. The
overall number of employees more than
doubled from nearly 11,000 employees to
more than 22,000.
This increase was driven solely by the
expansion of new services business
requiring different skill sets around digital
competences. Although acquisitions brought
in a certain part of the nearly 14,000 digital
talents, the Captives are still in a war for
talent against the multi-national tech
companies.
The reduction of financial services business
reduces the need for these talents by nearly
a third in 2030.

Fig. 21 – S2 Development of required workforce
2030

+102%

15,601

2016
1,906

9,017

6,518

Σ 10,923

Asset-based business

Σ 22,119

Service-based business

Source: Deloitte Analysis

Operating efficiency
In this future world, automotive finance
business is only a secondary activity for the
proxy Captive. Consequently, investment
in improving asset-based operations is
limited.
The Captive runs the majority of its remaining leasing and credit business on legacy
IT systems that constantly need to be
updated to remain compliant with regulatory requirements. Reduced portfolio sizes
limit economies of scale in this business
segment, further reducing its efficiency.

Fig. 22 – S2 Development of operating ratio (asset-based business)
2030
2030
+23%
2016

1.02
0.83

As a result the operating ratio has deteriorated by 23 percent to 1.02.

Source: Deloitte Analysis
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Fig. 23 – S2 Development of global penetration rates
11%
20%
6%

11%

69%

83%

2016
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Leasing

2030
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Source: Deloitte Analysis

Penetration rate
Due to the described business model
transformation, the proxy Captive faces
significantly reduced penetration rates for
credit and leasing in 2030 compared to
2016 (-45 percent).
The future Captive reduced its leasing penetration rates the most to mitigate residual
value risk. Globally it declined by 49 percent
compared to 2016 to a global average of
just 5.6 percent in 2030.
Regionally, the traditionally strong Captive
markets in Europe and NAFTA suffered the

most from the decision to move away from
asset finance business. The number of
financial service contracts declined significantly in EU and NAFTA.
Basic financial services offerings are
maintained mainly to provide funding for
in-house created mobility services (e.g.
multi-brand fleet management).
The remaining 83 percent of vehicles not
financed via credit or leasing offerings
include a significant share of fleet vehicles
operated by big global mobility service
providers.

To realize a successful business
transformation towards an agile
mobility service company, nearly
14,000 additional digital talents
are needed.
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Scenario 3 –
Empty shell
Captives in 2030 have become extremely efficient
service providers, despite having lost most of their
direct end-customer touchpoints.
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By 2030, Captives act as mere service
providers, offering a one-stop solution,
aggregating products and services for
both their own OEM and external mobility
providers. They have managed to build and
maintain infrastructure and capabilities
that enable them to excel in identifying
and orchestrating best-in-class providers
for every step of the value chain. Their
operations had to become extremely lean
and agile thereby.
In the past, global regulators made
automotive finance the focus of their
attention and significantly tightened the
relevant regulations and corresponding
capital requirements. In 2016, the Captive’s
assets made up to 50 percent of the
group’s balance sheet. But those times
are long gone. OEMs were alerted by the
41

increasing risk their Captive posed for their
own business continuity, mainly fueled by
two trends. Firstly, residual value forecasts
became increasingly imprecise due to rising
uncertainty as well as complexity in the
automotive manufacturing world. Secondly,
tighter regulatory requirements led to
higher capital requirements and increasing
operating costs. Hence it became too costly
to keep old operating models and IT legacy
systems compliant with ever-growing regulatory burdens. As a result, OEMs decided to
reduce the size of Captives’ balance sheets.
However, the freed-up capital reserves were
not re-invested in the Captives’ business but
were used by the OEMs themselves for the
development and production of new powertrains and vehicles as well as their global
manufacturing transformation.

Furthermore, the fragmented mobility
landscape with highly diverse requirements
regarding vehicles and related fleet services
led to various specialized mobility providers.
Most of these providers do not have the
scale to maintain an own deep, horizontal
value chain and therefore outsourced most
of the processes. Consequently, Captives
focus on the aggregation of mobility solutions, apart from other core competencies
such as making fast and precise credit
decisions. However, automotive Captives
in this world have lost their direct contact
with the end-customer as traditional sales
channels (through the dealer network) no
longer exist and Captives have not been
able to establish direct alternatives.
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Fig. 24 – S3 Composition of profit before tax (PBT) (in EUR million)
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The OEM in this world entered strategic
joint ventures with different commercial
banks around the world. This transfer of
the asset business significantly reduced the
balance sheet size of its Captive.
The quantitative model indicates that the
proxy Captive in this world will face PBT
reduced by around 42 percent to 1.1bn €.
This reduction was mainly due to the cutback in the traditional, asset-based, and
wholesale business and correspondingly
reduced revenue streams. Consequently,
earnings from financing vehicle sales via
credit and leasing offers declined by 64
percent from 2016. Penetration rates
across the globe suffered (-72 percent).
With the asset-based business in a substantial decline, the Captive increased its
service business. However, these innovative ventures were not able to compensate
for the decline in auto finance, as fragmented regulation prohibited the emergence
of globally standardized services, bringing
together a large customer base and realizing economies of scale.
Up to 2030, service-based earnings grew
by +216 percent to 0.46bn €. Charging and
parking solutions contribute the largest
profit pool with 0.16bn €, followed by fleet
services (0.13bn €). In both segments the
Captive was able to extend its market share
in China.
As the Captive failed to develop a global
payment platform, significant earnings potentials in the service-based business could
not be realized.
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With the reduction of asset-based
business, the proxy Captive experienced
a significant shift of PBT contribution
towards service-based businesses.
Without an own deep value creation the
proxy Captive has evolved into a service
aggregator.

Fig. 25 – S3 Ratio of asset-based to service-based business (of total Captive PBT)
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Source: Deloitte Analysis
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The reduction in balance sheet size has
reduced the group’s assets carrying residual value risk to 13 percent of total group
40%
assets.

Fig. 26 – S3 Asset11%
contribution

The decision to reduce the balance sheet
size was motivated by increasing risk and
30%
costs due to tighter capital regulations as
well as insufficient residual value forecasting capabilities.

Fig. 27 – S3 Profit before tax contribution
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79.6%
87.4%

90.5%

20%
Low margin aggregation fees from orches-

trated third party service offerings were not
sufficient to substitute the heavy decline in
traditional, asset-based business (and cor10%
related insurance business). Furthermore,
the Captive was unable to establish an own
global payment and fleet management
business, further limiting its earnings
potential and significantly reducing the PBT
0%
contribution to the group.
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Source: Deloitte Analysis
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Workforce
The decision to transform the Captive’s role
to a highly efficient service provider without
significant in-house value creation has
left a severe mark on the overall number
of employees. The Captive had to lay off
34 percent of nearly 11,000 employees in
2016.
The intentional decline in financing
volume accompanied by improved and
now highly efficient operations has made
6,700 employees in the asset-based business redundant (-74 percent). By contrast,
the number of employees focusing on services increased by ~3,000. But unlike other
scenarios, services are mainly aggregated
and orchestrated from third parties. Hence
fewer employees overall are required in
this segment.

Fig. 28 – S3 Development of workforce required
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Source: Deloitte Analysis

Operating efficiency
In this future, the proxy Captive has
become a service aggregator and a highly
efficient cost base is the key focus. The organization has therefore invested heavily in
extremely lean and agile operations across
all regional sub-divisions.
In addition, the proxy Captive was able
to reduce its cost base drastically by the
separation of the majority of its traditional
asset-business, since legacy IT systems
could be shut down. Significant workforce
cuts also reduced operating expenses.

Fig. 29 – S3 Development of operating ratio (asset-based business)
2016
-11%
2030

0.83
0.74

As a result, the proxy was able to improve
its operating ratio by 11 percent, partially
compensating for declining revenues from
asset-based business.
Source: Deloitte Analysis
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Fig. 30 – S3 Development of global penetration rates
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Penetration rate
In scenario 3, the proxy Captive has faced
the task of significantly reducing its penetration rates. Compared to 2016, the global
penetration rate declined by 72 percent.
Consequently, the Captive was not able
to leverage the growth opportunities in
emerging markets such as China, based on
growing vehicles sales and relatively low
penetration rates back in 2016.
As the Captive failed to build own fleetbased mobility services its remaining financial services business is drastically reduced
compared to 2016.

To become a successful
service provider, significant
investment to reduce
operating expenses as well
as a substantial workforce
reduction by about one
third was required.
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Scenario 4 –
Incremental evolution
Captives follow an incrementally improved market
approach around asset finance offerings, as global
mobility services have remained highly heterogeneous.
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By 2030, Captives are active not only in
their continuously evolved, asset-based
business but also leverage their service-based
business jointly with their respective OEM
groups to offer holistic mobility solutions
to selected cities and regions. This way,
they contribute substantial revenues to the
OEM group, however without being widely
recognized by the public.
In this world, cities and municipalities
demand solutions customized to local
needs. In the course of the 2020s regulatory requirements regarding mobility
service offerings increased substantially.
Mobility demand is highly diverse, not only
at a global level but also between different
cities. One key driver of this development
was the great variation in technological
adaption rates across the globe. As a consequence, the necessary cost of building

a mobility offering meeting these globally
diverse mobility demands prohibited the
emergence of globally dominant mobility
providers. This was further fueled by an
increasing nationalism and protectionism
at the country, region, and city levels. They
preferred national as well as local OEMs
and suppliers to provide and manage
their urban mobility ecosystems. All of this
resulted in a diverse landscape of local
mobility champions.

developments together with relatively mild
financial regulation allow Captives to keep
large amounts of assets on their balance
sheets.

With regards to the operating model,
Captives act more cautiously and focus
on improving the traditional asset-based
business model gradually. Advances in
Artificial Intelligence resulting from R&D
as well as gained capabilities through
acquisitions allow Captives to forecast
residual values in a more effective way,
minimizing risk overall. These technological

Consequently, ownership of vehicles and
access to customer data has become a true
strategic advantage for Captives. However,
large balance sheets accompanied by
efforts to comply with regulatory requirements tie up substantial amounts of equity
and thus limit Captives’ possibilities for
large-scale investment in mobility services.

Today, asset ownership combined with
advances in data analytics enable Captives
to gain deep insights into customer behavior
and to customize mobility solutions with
greater added value for customers and
cities.
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Fig. 31 – S4 Composition of profit before tax (PBT) (in EUR million)
4,060

The proxy Captive in this future scenario
has been able to leverage advances in
Artificial Intelligence to master residual
value forecasting. Although the financial
regulatory burden increased, the Captive
was able to expand its balance sheet.
The quantitative model simulates an
increase in PBT to 4.1bn €, mainly driven
by the evolution of vehicle financing
offerings rising to 3.3bn € (+98 percent).
Especially new markets such as China and
RoW contribute to this growth story, with
China becoming the largest auto financing
market with PBT of 0.9bn € (+229 percent).
Additionally, the Captive has increased its
multi-brand fleet management significantly.

+125%

1,805

The Captive has established direct sales
models to cater to changing customer demands. Wholesale financing fell by almost
47 percent, due to the declining relevance
of the dealer network.
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The Captive not only benefitted from
growing asset-based earnings but also saw
rising volumes in service-based business.
By 2030, PBT from services amount to
0.8bn € (+435 percent). Despite the fragmented mobility market, China became
the main growth contributor whereas Europe constitutes the largest service market
in terms of PBT (0.4bn €).
The most relevant segments in the
service-based business are charging and
parking offerings (0.2bn €) and fleet services
(0.2bn €).
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As the global mobility landscape is too
fragmented to establish a global presence
in this market, asset-based business still
contributes the majority of PBT (81 percent)
in 2030. Nevertheless, the relative importance of the service-based businesses has
increased.

Fig. 32 – S4 Ratio of asset-based to service-based business (of total Captive PBT)
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The improved residual value forecasting
capabilities combined with the significant
expansion of auto financing have permitted
40%
the Captive to expand its balance sheet.
The proxy Captive accounts for 63 percent
of total group’s assets in 2030.

Fig. 33 – S4 Asset11%
contribution

Fig. 34 – S4 Profit before tax contribution
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Since the Captive substantially extended its

market presence in asset-based financing
business, overall PBT contribution rose by
42 percent to 29 percent.
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The Chinese market caught up with Europe
and became the second largest market
in 2030 with 1.1bn € or 26 percent of the
10%
Captive’s total profits in 2030.

63.3%
52.0%

20.4%
0%

2016

OEM

2030

2016

28.9%

2030

Captive

Source: Deloitte Analysis
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Workforce
In line with the evolution of overall business, the number of employees required
has nearly doubled compared to 2016, to
more than 21,300.

Fig. 35 – S4 Development of required workforce
2030

6,795

Additional talent requirements are equally
distributed between asset-based and service-based business.

+96%

Improvements in operational efficiency
(see below) have enabled the Captive to optimize additional headcount requirements
in its asset-based business.

1,906

In this future world, 26 percent of employees are located in China.

9,017

2016

14,576

Σ 10,.923

Asset-based business

Σ 21,371

Service-based business

Source: Deloitte Analysis

Operating efficiency
This Captive has invested heavily in optimizing its traditional, asset-based business
model and the accompanying infrastructure across the globe. Large-scale operational excellence programs were conducted
to increase efficiency.

Fig. 36 – S4 Development of operating ratio (asset-based business)
2016
-9%

2030

As a consequence, our Captive has improved its operating ratio to 0.76 percent.
0.83

Source: Deloitte Analysis
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0.76
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Fig. 37 – S4 Development of global penetration rates

20%

24%

11%

59%

17%

69%

2016
Credit

Leasing

2030
Cash and other payments

Source: Deloitte Analysis

Penetration rate
In this future world, the proxy Captive has
evolved its existing asset finance business
incrementally and was able to expand
its operations in all regions. The global
penetration rate increased to 41 percent.
Leasing business in particular has grown
substantially.
With regard to leasing penetration rates,
China is of special importance. The Captive
was able to leverage the promising opportunities China offered with its growing automotive market and low penetration rates
back in 2016. By 2030, the proxy Captive
has increased its penetration rate from 23
percent in 2016 to 40 percent (+73 percent)
in this market. Mature and rather saturated
markets in Europe and NAFTA experienced
modest changes which were mainly due
to increased full-service leasing and fleet
management business.

An incremental evolution of
the asset-based business
favors China – by 2030 26
percent of the Captive’s PBT
is generated in this market.
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Comparison of the scenarios
Key Performance Indicator

2016

OEM Group Vehicle Sales

7.1m

Total Captive’s Assets

123bn

% of Captive’s PBT to Group PBT

20.4%

% of Captive’s Assets to Group Assets

52.0%

Total Captive’s Profit before Tax

1.8bn

100%

of which asset-based

1.7bn

92%

of which service-based

0.1bn

8%

10,923

100%

of which asset-based

9,017

83%

of which service-based

1,906

17%

Total Number of Captive’s employees

Return on Equity (asset-based)

12.7%

Penetration Rate Total

31.0%

Credit Loss Ratio

0.4%

Operating Ratio

0.83

Return on Sales (service-based)

3.0%

Number of Fleet Management Contracts

99.3k

100%

of which multi-brand Fleet: Service only

0

0%

of which multi-brand Fleet: Leasing & Service

0

0%

Number of Interactions with Mobility Customers

0.4bn

Source: Deloitte Analysis

The future of the Captive industry is highly
uncertain. Depending on external drivers
and internal decisions, the financial outcomes can be very diverse.
Independently of the actual scenarios, several general findings become obvious.

Even in the least favorable environment
for service-based business models we still
expect these to more than double their
contribution to total Captive’s PBT by 2030.
Captives need to transform their business
model sooner rather than later to adapt to
this trend.

Increasing relevance of Captives
within group
In the majority of the scenarios the PBT
contribution of the Captive to total group
PBT is going to rise significantly up to 2030.

Increasing capital requirements
We expect a further increase in capital
requirements and the regulatory burden
for the Captive industry. On the one hand,
Captives need to fund the expansion
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of their service-based business. On the
other hand, two of the scenarios anticipate Captives being able to double their
asset-based business by 2030 compared
to 2016. This will lead to further capital requirements. Combined with the extensive
capital needs of their OEMs to transform
their business, equity might become a
scarce resource in the whole group.
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Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

10.0m

10.0m

10.0m

10.0m

258bn

90bn

42bn

211bn

38.4%

32.6%

9.5%

28.9%

77.3%

27.0%

12.6%

63.3%

6.2bn

100%

4.8bn

100%

1.1bn

100%

4.1bn

100%

3.7bn

59%

1.1bn

24%

0.6bn

57%

3.3bn

81%

2.5bn

41%

3.7bn

76%

0.5bn

43%

0.8bn

19%

32,682

100%

22,119

100%

7,213

100%

21,371

100%

19,350

59%

6,518

29%

2,300

32%

14,576

68%

13,332

41%

15,601

71%

4,913

68%

6,795

32%

13.3%

7.2%

13.3%

14.5%

49.0%

17.0%

8.6%

40.9%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0.78

1.02

0.74

0.76

7.1%

8.8%

3.3%

4.3%

1,637.4k

100%

1,661.2k

100%

239.5k

614.0k

37%

938.7k

57%

614.0k

37%

313.5k

19%

3.4bn

5.3bn

Multi-brand vs. single brand leasing
In 2016, Captives focused on single brand
leasing offerings. By 2030 we expect
that Captives will have had to expand
their offerings to multi-brand solutions
for their future customers. In particular
for mobility-as-a-service offerings, multi-brand offerings become paramount to
attract a large customer base and to meet
all preferences and use cases. Captives
therefore need to prepare early and also
build capabilities to handle vehicles not
manufactured by their OEM, for instance

100%

957.9k

100%

0

0%

119.7k

13%

0

0%

359.2k

37%

0.8bn

in the areas of residual value management
or used-car remarketing. In the majority
of our scenarios we expect a significant
amount of total Captive assets to be
multi-brand.

1.2bn

to transform to digital business models for
these talents. Attracting and maintaining
these talents will require significant efforts
around working models and branding.

Workforce composition will
change strongly
Across all scenarios we observe a fundamental evolution from traditional, financial
service-focused skill requirements towards more digital ones. Captives will have
to compete with nearly all industries trying
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Transformation
paths towards
2030 for the
Captive industry
The results of the Deloitte Captive Industry
Model shed light on the substantial changes the industry is about to face. Modeling
results triggers and supports discussions
about the product portfolio and market
exposure of Captives. We identified six
strategic fields of actions that should be
assessed by Captives when considering
potential transformation initiatives
towards 2030.
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Transition to the future of Captives
On previous pages we provided in-depth
insights into what the Captive industry
could look like by 2030, what needs would
have to be met, what new capabilities might
emerge. However, this development will
not be an "either-or decision”. Scenarios
will exist side-by-side, with some Captives
rising to become the owners of the mobility
ecosystem and some being reduced to an
“empty shell”.

model is heavily impacted as Captives will
not only face new customer segments with
different needs but also a new competitive
environment.

The transformation of profit pools and
the value chain in the next decade will
require bold decisions by Captives. Hereby,
we consider four findings to be of special
importance on the Captives’ transformation
path.
First, there is a shifting center of gravity with
business volumes relocating from traditional
markets in Europe and NAFTA to China
and RoW. As a result the current business

Secondly, we expect a switch from indirect
to direct sales models. In this context, the
dealer network as a traditional sales channel
will loose its significance during the next
decade. Captives, consequently, need to
develop and adopt new digital sales channels resulting in an increasing number and
intensity of customer interactions.

Fourthly and lastly, we believe that customercentricity will become a key concern for Captive executives. By 2030 – but also already
today – Captives are forced to be able to
define and understand their customers in
an integrated manner. Holistic and seamless
customer experience (CX) throughout the
whole mobility ecosystem becomes inevitable. However, the combination of innovative
offerings, new sales channels and the
increasing number of customer interactions
hereby poses a significant challenge for the
implementation of such a CX.

Thirdly, Captives’ product and service
portfolio will evolve fundamentally up to
2030. Current credit and wholesale business
segments (asset-based business) will decline
in their respective relevance while demand
for new (mobility) services based on flexible
leasing offerings is expected to increase
substantially. As a result, the number and
frequency of customer interactions is expected to further increase sharply.

Based on these findings, we expect certain
capabilities to be relevant no matter which
future scenario will finally prove to be the
case for an individual Captive. We have
selected six of these top strategic fields
of action which Captives’ decision-makers
are most likely to have to deal with on their
transformation path towards 2030. We will
analyze these topics in more detail on the
following pages.

Fig. 38 – Four central findings for the Future of Captives

Evolving product/
service portfolio

Shifting center
of gravity

Customercentricity

From indirect
to direct sales
•D
 eclining relevance of
asset-based businesses

• Business shifts to emerging markets (e.g. China
and RoW)

• Increasing contribution
of new service-based
businesses

•C
 hanging mobility needs
• New customers with
different needs

• Shift from sales via
dealerships to direct
online-based business
• Decline of (Captive
business with) dealer
network
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• Digital players
redefine CX
• Necessity for holistic and
seamless CX/ Customer
journey
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Fig. 39 – Six selected key strategic fields of action

Flexibilisation of core business
In future, Captives will need to modify
their existing core business to become
more flexible. Direct sales and on-demand
services will gradually replace the current
fixed-term credit and leasing products.

(Urban) mobility solutions
Cities will play an even more important
role in 2030 than today. Urbanization
rates throughout the globe will further
increase, putting more pressure on city
authorities to develop efficient urban
mobility ecosystems.

(Multi-brand) fleet management
Decreasing private ownership of vehicles
based on leasing contracts as well as bans
of personal driving in inner cities will fuel
the demand for large fleets. The funding
and management of this fleets becomes
one of the key capabilities in the future to
provide mobility services.

Captive payment services
The service-based business models,
especially in connection with autonomous
fleets, will significantly increase the required number of payment transactions.
Own payment infrastructures can become
a key competitive advantage for Captives
and OEMs to secure the value creation in
and around their vehicle platforms.

Operational excellence
Both existing and new core businesses will
be under great pressure towards operational excellence due to the competitive environment. The ability to build and run highly
scalable (international) operating platforms
will become a key challenge in the future.

Data monetization
Service-based businesses in particular
will generate large quantities of vehicle,
mobility, and customer data. Captives need
to find ways to generate and use this data
while staying compliant with ever-increasing regulation.
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Flexibilization of
core business
The asset-based business model of Captives
today is relatively stable and predictable.
Leasing and credit customers have one
fixed monthly payment rate that is usually
not adapted during the contract lifetime.
Furthermore, the minimum contract
duration for most of the current products
offered by the Captives is at least one year.
Across all outlined scenarios we expect
changing customer preferences (corporate,
governmental and private customers)
to trigger a shift towards more flexible
and customizable offerings. Captives
consequently have to adapt their product
and service portfolio in order to remain
competitive in the future.
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In particular increasing demand for
pay-per-use models, for example for
vehicle insurance or mobility services, and
on-demand services such as functions on
demand and connected-car applications
will result in a significantly increasing number
of customer touchpoints. This results in
exponential growth of single payment
transactions as well as the necessity to
offer monthly adaptable leasing rates.
Today’s products, business processes, IT
systems and sales channels are still largely
focused on fixed monthly rates and in
general not yet flexible enough to meet
future customers’ demand.

We are convinced that the future business
will require the Captives to transform
their products, processes and systems
towards more agile and flexible ones and to
establish direct sales channels to sell their
products.
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Fig. 40 – Comparison of current vs future billing process

Today:
Focus one fixed single
monthly recurring rate

Future:
Multiple and flexible adaptable
payments/rates per month

Fig. 41 – Impact on sales/distribution model

•• Develop attractive flexible on-demand and pay-per-use offerings for customers such as adjustable
insurance rates according to driving behavior
•• Integrate 3rd party providers to provide holistic offerings, for instance video streaming and online
shopping platforms
Product
•• A shift from fixed monthly payments towards more flexible on-demand rates that are adaptable to
individual needs such as pay-per-use models
•• Develop pricing and distribution strategies, digital services and software products
Price
•• Adapt contract management systems to allow flexible rates that can be re-calculated on ad-hoc basis
•• Establish interfaces to all relevant systems to collect and leverage real-time customer data

Process
•• Build direct sales channels to customers such as in-car platforms, mobile applications, and online
platforms

Place
•• Integrate promotion for flexible payment offerings in the marketing activities of complementary
platforms
•• Flexible, adaptable payment solutions enable services, functions on demand, and
connected-car applications
Promotion
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Urban mobility
solutions
The shift towards Mobility-as-a-Service
plays a major role in all four scenarios. The
emergence of new business models in this
context will be driven by upheavals in the
urban environment, by technological advances, by changing customer preferences,
and by future cities’ urgency to act. Until
2050, roughly 70 percent of the population
is expected to live in urban areas, a growth
of about 1.4bn people compared to today.
Furthermore, the ban of private vehicles
in city centers and the increasing demand
for sustainable mobility platforms can
either be answered by homogenous global
offerings or heterogeneous regional or local
solutions. The prevalent trend in larger cities
of declining private car ownership forces
Captives and OEMs to amend their core
business model. As a result, there is substantial uncertainty in the future of mobility
for Captives.
But should traditional OEMs and especially
Captives wait for the market to develop?
Most likely not! It is important to understand
future business models today and to prepare accordingly.
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Even if the mobility markets of the future
will become “winner takes it all” markets this
does not imply a “one size fits all” strategy.
New mobility markets might be highly decentralized with regional and locally specific
requirements.
The axis “structure of the mobility provider
landscape” in our Future of Captives scenario matrix (see figure 6) refers to the decentralization of mobility needs described. Are
Captives able to understand local mobility
profiles and aggregate tailored solutions
in one platform (scenario 2)? Or will the
heterogeneity of the markets lead to a
diverse set of local players that offer highly
specialized mobility solutions (scenario 4)?
To assess the future market potential of
different mobility types on a global and
local scale, Deloitte’s mobility experts set
up the Urban Solutions Tool. With this, they
simulate the growth of mobility markets in
all geographical regions across the world.
Deloitte expects the new business models
to replace current public transit and private
car utilization on a global scale.

In order to assess the local geographical
differences, the mobility database includes
around 3,600 cities in more than 150 countries and their very own mobility patterns.
Which cities are ride-hailing and which are
car-sharing capitals? Is the development of
robo-shuttles similar to that of robo-taxis?
All of this information can be derived from
Deloitte’s Urban Solutions Tool.

Dr. Björn Harms
Partner
EMEA Lead for Mobility
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Fig. 42 – Factors influencing urban mobility

Urban solution
Globalization

70%

of global
population

Rebuilding urban mobility

Urbanization

Car park
decrease

Mobility miles
decrease

80%

of global GDP

Age of the citys
40%

of greenhouse
gases

Demographic
changes

>40%

megacities

CITY OF THE FUTURE

Climate
change

Pooling
potential
increased

Parking
space
reduced

Dynamic increase in urban mobility

Fig. 43 – Exemplary output view of the city of Hamburg
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The future of mobility may
be spelled “fleet”
Relevance today
Multi-brand full-service leasing and fleet
management today is a highly profitable
business. In particular for Captives it is a
good opportunity to expand their asset
finance value chain by offering additional
service contracts. This bundle especially
helps to attract new corporate customers
and retain existing ones, as they are
increasingly tending to not only outsource

ownership of their fleet vehicles but also the
management of them – prefer-ably to a onestop-shop pro-vider. In addition, ever more
private customers favor full-service leasing
contracts for convenience and prefer not to
carry the residual value risk.
Future relevance
The emergence of a new mobility service
ecosystem is very likely. The unanswered

question is more whether regulation and
adaption rates will allow a concentrated
market or if it will be rather fragmented.
Independently of this question, we see
a growing importance of vehicle and
ride-sharing as well as self-driving vehicles.
In both developments, fleets and fleet management gain major importance and will
be a key to participating in the prospective
mobility value chain. Mobility assets

Fig. 44 – Development of fleet management services

Financingrelated
service
• Financing
• Leasing

Vehiclerelated
services
•
•
•
•

Maintenance
Tires
Fuel Card
Accident management

Driverrelated
services

• Multimodality (e.g., Alphaﬂex)
• Corporate car sharing
(e.g., ALD sharing)
• Travel card
(e.g., mobility card)

Development of ﬂeet management services
Source: Deloitte Analysis
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Fig. 45 – Comparison of NA, EU and Asia Pacific fleet markets

Customer base

North America

Europe

Asia Pacific

Focus on utility and commercial

Focus on user chooser

Focus on utility and commercial

Focus on trucks

Focus on cars

Focus on vans and light trucks

Focus on open-end lease and
telematics

Focus on full service leasing

Focus on services

~5%

>20%

<5%

Vehicle base

Business model

Share of total sales
Source: Deloitte Analysis

(robo-taxis, buses, autonomous, etc. …)
have to be financed and managed. Captives
with their asset knowledge and funding
capabilities are in an unique position to offer
these services.

This provides Captives with established
fleet management capabilities and hence
a prime opportunity to develop partnerships with media and telecom companies
who want to access passengers in their
vehicles. In addition, this can be used to

The ability to manage large and most probably also autonomous fleets efficiently will
be a key puzzle piece to be successful in the
future mobility market. By combining other
services such as payment functionalities,
telematics, and driver and vehicle data usage, Captives promote themselves to be the
future orchestrator of fleets for OEM group.
Changing demand
The emergence of self-driving vehicles could
lead to increased time spent in vehicles.
Nevertheless, passengers will no longer be
required to focus on the road and can use
this recovered time for other purposes.
Consequently, the demand for passenger-centric services such as entertainment
or business work will drastically increase.
Vehicle-based media consumption could
rise up to 95bn hours per year in the US,
up from ~20bn per year today.

The network of partnerships and alliances
between autonomous vehicle manufacturers, media players, and mobility managers
will determine who captures passenger
value by accessing the ecosystems of the
connected and self-driving vehicles.

promote own “on demand” applications,
provided by the OEM’s connected car
ecosystem.
The in-vehicle experience could become a
differentiator among mobility providers.

Selected Deloitte Thought Leadership 		
on fleet management

are

r sh

ca

Fleet leasing & management
in North America
Key enabler for
the future of mobility

Fleet leasing &
management
in North America
Key enabler for the
future of
mobility

Fleet management
in Europe
Growing importance
in a world
of changing
mobility
Fleet management in Europe
Growing importance in a world
of changing mobility
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Captive payment
services
In any of our four developed scenarios,
payment functionalities that meet
ever-changing customer expectations will
be paramount. Both asset- and servicebased business models shift towards
transaction-based and on-demand
models increasing the number of
payment transactions significantly. By
2030, customers will want to search, pay,
and manage offerings on one central platform that aggregates various financing,
mobility, charging and parking offerings.
Even though these developments are
nothing new and are well known in the
Captive industry, payment methods and
systems are often neglected or treated as
a commodity in the debate about business
models.
Incumbent players who had no previous connection with the e-commerce market-place
have a special struggle to grasp the complexity
of payments.
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Captives have to decide whether to build
own payment solutions in-house or partner
with established providers. This is a strategic
decision with significant consequences for
the future of their business models.
In particular large firms want to retain
ownership, control the customer experience,
leverage customer data, realize monetization
potential, and integrate payment functionalities into their ecosystem. In doing so, they
can benefit from network effects, locking
in customers. Therefore they may decide
to develop their own internal payment
capabilities.

Many different factors should be taken into
account when evaluating strategic payment
choices:

Furthermore, the business model choice
is crucial for success: the decision to use
an e-wallet system exclusively, a PSP
functionality or a combination of both
models to control payments is complex
and heavily dependent on the context and
requirements of each individual Captive.
The global heterogeneity of the payment
environment adds further complexity. Even
for the build approach, com-panies should
evaluate whether and what payment functionalities can be outsourced.

•• Time to market and scalability

•• Ambition level and payment vision
•• Customer experience (alternative payment methods, check-out process, etc.)
•• Monetization potential (control of payment processing, taxation, etc.)
•• Business risk exposure (regulatory environment, fraud, risk management, etc.)

•• Individual organizational and structural
requirements etc.
•• Market scope (global, regional, local)
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Fig. 46 – Key influencing factors on payment strategies

Taxation
Payment systems need rigorous and in-depth
analysis of taxation requirements. Processes and
systems need to be kept up-to-date to manage tax
compliance, reporting, and support transactions
analysis and tracing. Dynamic, country-specific
direct income tax and indirect tax structures are
just a few of many points to consider.

Regulation
The drivers behind regulatory change are clear:
innovation, competition, and consumer protection.
Especially in the EU, new regulations such as PSD2
will change the payment landscape significantly.
Further regulatory issues include local currency
controls, cash-pooling, inter-company lending, privacy, banking arrangements etc.

Blockchain technology
Payment is a crucial part of guaranteeing a seamless operation of e.g., fully autonomous taxis. Today,
ride-hailing companies offer cashless payments
directly via their smartphone apps. Blockchain
technology could enable self-administering vehicles to send and receive money, schedule, and pay
for their own maintenance.

Selected Deloitte Thought Leadership 		
on blockchain
Blockchain @ Auto Finance
Point of view on how blockchain
can enable the future of mobility

Blockchain @ Auto Finance
How blockchain can enable the
Future of Mobility
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Operational
excellence
Excelling in operating an efficient business
is a key element of most scenarios. Drivers
are not only the need to increase profitability
– e.g. in order to refinance investments into
new, service-based business endeavors.
But also customers demand various
aspects of an efficient core business:
convenient and fast – customer-centric –
processes, multi-channel capabilities with
seamless switch of channels.
Historically, most Captives have not experienced great need for improving their
operating ratio since they were subject to
continuous and profitable growth. Hence,
their culture of operational excellence has
been much less pronounced than in retail
banks or other industries.
Captive-specific drivers for inefficiencies
are also induced by their typical role in the
OEM’s group as sales support. Local and
locally managed dealer networks have led
to a heterogeneous product portfolio and
highly individualized processes. On top of
that most Captives work with outdated,
custom-built IT-systems. Those allow only
for a low degree of process automation and
have become more and more cumbersome
– both, in day-to-day operations as well as
updates and maintenance.
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The foundation of operational excellence
therefore is simplification and standardization
starting with cutting back the large variety of products and variations to a more
homogeneous product portfolio. With
focus on activities that really add value
to the customer and fulfilling their needs,
processes can be re-designed, simplified
and standardized. This also helps limiting
the growing impact of regulations on the
captive core business.

Modernizing the IT-architecture by replacing
outdated, custom-built systems with
modern standard software on one hand
represents a great lever for operational
excellence. On the other it is a challenging
endeavor since the Captive software market
is dominated by mid-sized vendors and
lacking established industry and process
standards. Hence, such projects require a
high degree of functional involvement and
resolute management.

Due to the influence of other industries
such as online retail business and retail
banking, customers are more and more
used to and willing to take over elaborate
processes themselves. Through self-service
capabilities Captives can “outsource” a
number of activities like account updates,
calculations and information gathering to
their customers.

However, identifying areas of improvement
is only half the story: Inducing a cultural
change in the organization towards continuous improvement is key in order to
reach and maintain operational excellence.
Bottom-up ideas have to be combined with
top-down initiatives and larger programs
like system replacements to initiate and
implement change. All this should be
orchestrated centrally to ensure strategic
alignment.

The remaining back-office processes usually
provide the opportunity of automating
procedures through score card-based automated decision engines robotic process
automation as well as workflow and case
management tools.
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Fig. 47 – Key levers to increase operational excellence

Optimize product landscape
• Reduce complexity within product portfolio
• Introduce a “Modular Product Architecture” to meet customer needs (e.g.
harmonized mobility and vehicle related services)

Restructure organization
•• Utilize economies of scale/scope through shared service centers
–– Outsource non-core functions, e.g.
–– First level in collections and customer contact			
–– Title management

Replace outdated systems
• Identify systems negatively impacting processes and quality
• Select system vendors meeting current & future requirements
• Implement in modular & agile approach

Modernize IT-architecture
• Create group wide digital platform
• Develop digital architecture, enabling digital services, e.g.
–– Direct sales
–– Standardized interfaces with external partners
–– Seamless channel management

Automate processes
• Utilize technologies to automate processes (for improved speed, quality and cost), e.g.:
–– Robotics (RPA): contract termination, suspense account clearing
–– Case Management: credit decisions
–– Optical Character Recognition (OCR): paper input, lock box management
–– Artificial Intelligence (AI): automated credit decisions, residual value prediction
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Data
monetization
If we imagine a future in which Captives
become mobility platform orchestrators,
the monetization of data will be one of the
key revenue streams. If we imagine a future
in which Captives evolve their financing
business incrementally, vehicle data are
essential for Captives to forecast residual
values in a more effective way.
No matter in what world we live in by 2030,
data is rapidly becoming the hard currency
of the Captive industry. To manage this currency more efficiently – and to mine it more
extensively for valuable insights – leading
Captives are modernizing their approaches
to data architecture and governance.
Today, many Captives have large stores of
potentially valuable historical data residing
in disparate legacy systems. Much of this
data is organized in silos for use by specific
groups. In an effort to make more data accessible to everyone across the enterprise,
Captives have to break down traditional
information silos.
At the same time, stricter data-related
regulations are enforced globally, many
of them including drastically increased
potential fines. In Europe, the General Data
Privacy Regulation (GDPR) will become
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effective by May 2018. The GDPR is already
quite prominent to the public. Along with
these developments, Auto customers are
increasingly aware on the value of their personal data and the potential threats which
insufficient data protection would imply.
In particular, European Auto customers are
highly demanding in this regard. A recent
Deloitte survey1 discovered that only less
then 7% of European Auto customers
have no concerns about data security and
privacy.
And already today 64 percent of European
participants consider data privacy to be a
buying criterion in their vehicle purchase
decision.
The rapid development and deployment
of numerous use cases in the context of
connected vehicles like improved navigation
functions, driver assistance systems,
real-time security systems, various telematics functionalities and entertainment
systems come along with increasingly
challenging customers who demand safety,
security and privacy from the Automotive
industry. Their demands span across the
whole Automotive ecosystem including the
Captives.

Consequently, Captives not only have to
modernize their data architecture and
governance but also have to invest in trust
to build a stable relationship with their
clients with regards to the usage of their
data. Plain communication on their data
privacy and data monetization strategies
is, in this context, as important as the implementation of sustainable data management and consent management systems.
Trust will be the fundamental condition of
a sustainable and successful cooperation
for mutual advantage between the Captive
and its clients.

Andreas Herzig
Partner
Automotive Risk Advisory Germany

1
The complete Deloitte study "Automotive Data Treasure" can be found here:
https://www2.deloitte.com/de/de/pages/risk/articles/automotive-data-treasure.html
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Fig. 48 – Selected results from Automotive Data Treasure survey
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Conclusion
Our analysis shows that the environment
in which automotive Captives compete
will undergo fundamental changes until
2030. Respectively, the core businesses of
Captives, meaning asset-based financing
business, will have to be complemented by
service-based business on a global basis.
This comes with a fundamental shift of
mindset from focusing on one-time sale
of assets towards focusing on recurring
revenue over the full customer and vehicle
lifetime. Due to their unique competencies
Captives are well positioned to become a
key enabler of this transition from asset-focus to customer-centricity and service-orientation. Two of the most uncertain and
most impactful variables are:
Ownership of the vehicle assets
We expect global annual vehicle sales
to grow by more than 30 percent until
2030. Most of this growth will come from
emerging markets where current credit and
leasing penetration rates have substantial
growth potential. In parallel the vehicles
themselves will change drastically due to
the emergence of autonomous driving and
e-mobility. But will the Captives be able
to grasp this enormous growth potential?
Their further growth in the asset-based
business could be either hindered by
financial regulation, emergence of strong
competition or even their own OEMs shying
away from the implied residual value risk.
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Structure of the mobility
provider landscape
The mobility services landscape today is
rapidly evolving and the key question is if
a small number of players will be able to
gain a global dominance. In any case the
complexity and diversity of these services
is intense. Captives will need to focus on
deciding where they want to focus their
limited resources on and strategic cooperation to reduce the depth of own value
creation become paramount. Our financial
simulations indicate that the developments
throughout the major global regions will be
very diverse and changing rapidly. Constant
measurement of the probabilities indicating
which of the scenarios is most plausible
are highly important. To be able to face this
uncertainty with confidence and strategic
foresight we have built our financial model
being very customizable. We are able to
simulate individual futures per Captive
based on the status quo, requirements and
strategic ambitions as well as current financial figures. Using our artificial intelligence
tools we can provide constant analysis of
the market environment on a qualitative
and quantitative basis. This enables decision-takers of Captives to guide and steer
their organizations towards a promising
future in 2030 and beyond.
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